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INTRODUCTION 

Rasmi is a type of structural frame for vaults, first used in Moorish Cordova, quickly 
establishing as a conventional method in the Moorish sphere. With an elapse of two centuries, the 
form for the first time reappeared in a relatively sophisticated manner in Iran, from where it 
evolved into a highly sophisticated and diverse chapter of architectural knowledge-art in the Indo- 
Iranian sphere. Although the phenomenon was introduced to Christian Europe mainly in the late 
gothic and baroque eras, it did not improve much in morphology, and more importantly did not 
establish a tradition, remaining for the rest of its history, a specialty of the Moorish and Indo- 
Iranian architectures. 

Rasmi comprises of the projection of a two dimensional star polygon plan over a cone, 
sphere, or segment of sphere rising directly over the plan. In another definition, the full and 
complete rasmi comprises of the interlace of complete arches of uniform profile, vertically rising 
over intersecting chords of corresponding length that bridge all angles of a regular polygon over a 
horizontal plane, without passing through the centroid. 

This highly symmetrical model with its diverse morphological capabilities as will be 
discussed is primarily used for the construction of structural frames for masonry vaults, though 
thanks to aesthetic quality it has also been regularly used for decorative ends. 

Despite its established position in architecture, the phenomenon is almost completely 
unknown to scholars as an independent technique. The research under process by the author 
intends to identify the phenomenon for the first time on a scientific scale, and document its 
history, evolution, morphology, and taxonomy. 

STATE OF KNOWLEDGE AND LITTERATURE 

There are only three books with any particular chapter allocated to rasmi. All three 
serve as manuals on the design of kaavbandi, stalactite and gereh (quasi-crystal arabesque), and 
are authored by two masters and two academic architects who trace their trainings to the same 
source. The oldest among these is claimed to have been published by the late royal architect of 
Iran, Us Hossein LorzaadC in the '70s; the second, published by the Organization for Cultural 
Heritage in the '80s' authored by Us Asqar Sha'rbaaf, a contract mason of LorzaadC; and the 
third, by Architects Hossein Mofid and Mahnaaz Ra7eiszadC in 1988, is indeed an expansion of 
the first book, with additions based on private tutorials by the late royal architect. 

Other than these, the phenomenon of rasmi is only noted through mere citation of 
existing samples, only by very few scholars with any attention to its existence. It should be noted 
that neither archaeologists who specialize on Indo-Iranian architecture, nor historians of 
architecture have made any statement beyond the mere mention of "star vaults" or "kite vaults" in 
particular buildings. 
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